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Title word cross-reference

\((X_1 < X_2 \cdots < X_k)\) [HL96]. 1: \(m\) [Lev97]. 2 \(k\) [GK99]. \(T^M\) [Pie90]. 100p [Stu90]. \(X\) [Zeh91]. \(F\) [LD98, ML92b, Pei93, PS98b].
\(L\) [Hos92]. \(L1\) [All97]. \(P\) [Don99, SSC99, Sch96a, Ber96a, MW92]. \(p^k\) [Bec96].
\(p^{n-k}\) [Bec96]. \(R\) [BK92]. \(R^2\) [And94, Mag90, SW91]. \(S^2\) [Zeh91]. \(t\)
[CA97, DG97, Gro90, KG90, LaM94b, LD98, MC91]. \(U\) [Sch91a]. \(x_2\) [Sch93a].
\(x_2|\hat{x}_1\) [Sch93a].

- Distance [All97].

[Wan91]. 1994 [CR95].

2) [Won98]. 2.0 [Maa99]. 21st [McD99]. 240
[DeL94, Fle94, Kut94, Lam94a, LDL+94, Rog94]. 2nd
[Hol99, KK99b, Mac99].
3 [Kah91]. 3.1 [Spi90]. 3rd [Hol99, Joh99].


5] [Gol99, Tan99]. 5.0 [Mac93]. 52 [Ano98n]. 5V [KDV94].

6th [Pil98].

7th [Obr98].

9th [Pil98].


Approach

Approximate

Approximation

Areas

Arguments

ARIMA

Arising

Arithmetic

Arithmetic-Geometric

ARIMA

Arrival

Articles

Artifacts

Artificial

ASA

Ask

Aspect

Aspects

Assess

Assessing

Assessment

Assessors

Association

Assumptions

Asymptotic

Audio

Augmenting

Autocovariance

Automatic

Average

Averages

Awareness

Away

Axum

Babies

Back

Back-of-the-Envelope

Bad

Badly

Bagplot

Balanced

Ball

Baseball

Based

Basic

Basketball

Basu

Bayes

Bayesian

Be

Bayesians

Best-of-Seven

Bet

Beta

Better

Between

Beyond

Bias

Biased

Bibliography

Bin

Binary

Binomial
Biopharmaceutical [Fre90]. Biostatistical [AW91b, NOMLT95].
Biostatisticians [DAF+94]. Biostatistics [Der93, Her90, Kie95]. Birth
[Nun92]. Birthday [Nun92]. Bivariate
[Beh90, Cai94, Gre96, JH96, RRT99]. Blind [Sto98]. BLiP [LT97].
Block [FM92, Gat95]. Blocking [Faw90, Old95]. Blocks [MG97].
BLUE [BF91]. BLUEs [VD90]. BLUP [Sea97]. BMDP [KD94]. BMDP-5V
[Agr96, AB94, An93, And96, And99, An98, Bag95, Bar97, Bar98, Bar99,
Bis95, Bol91, Bon98, Boo97, Boy94, Can98, Car93, Che94b, Cho97,
Cla93, Cle99a, Cle99b, Cle99c, CW94, Coo91, Cot98, Cry91, Cry97, D'A96,
Del97, Del95, Die97, Dob93a, Dob93b, Dob98, Don93, Don96, Dou97, DS91,
DN92, Ehl96, Ene96, Fra97, Fre94, Fri96, GKM+91, Gar97, Gas97, Gol98,
Gol99, Gor96, Gun97, Gun98, Gup94, Hal92, Hal94a, Hal95a, Hal95b,
Hal95c, Han95, Har97, Har95, Hay94, Hay96, Hay99, Hei91, Hei99, Her95,
Hil93, Hil94, Hil96a, Hoe98, Hoe97, Ho91, Hol99, Hol95, Jam99, Joh96,
Joh99, Jos93, Kaf97, Kaf98, KK99a, Kaf99a, KK99b, Kaf99b, Kas94, Kas98,
KT94, Kin95, Koe97a, Koe97b, Koo90, Koo97]. Book
[KDV94, Len98, Les95, Lev92, Loc93, Low98, Lur95, Lye96, LLL91, MW95,
Maa99, Maa99, Mak99, Mal94, Mal97, Man91, Mar94, Mcc97, Mid96, Mon97a,
Mon96, Mor91, Nah97, Nag90, Nas98, Nas98, Nei96, Nei93, Nic94a,
Nic95, Nor95, Obr98, OL96, Par98a, Par98b, Pec97, Pet99, PRSE94, Pic97,
Pin98, PD93, Pos94, Pos96, Rs95, Re94, Rei94, RR92, RR93, Ros93, Ros94,
Ros95b, Ros96b, Rum98, Rum99, Rus98, SP98, Sap95, Sax94, Sch96b, Sch99,
Sch93c, Sch93c, Sch93f, Sha94, She98, She98, She93, Sho96a, Sho96b, Sho98,
Sim96, Sni97, Sni98, Sne98, Sol95, Son90, Spi90, Tan92, Tan95, Tan99,
The90, Tho95, Tom93, War95a, War93, Was93, Wat96, Wat95, We97, Wel98, Win95,
Wit93, Wit94, Wir97b, Won98, Woo93, Wue98]. Books
[Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano94e, Ano97m, Ano97n, Ano97o, Ano97p, Sch93d].
Boosters [M92]. Bootstrap [All97, BS98, Pol99, Will94b]. Both
[Ass96, CT91, Nav97a, Pol99, TM95, WB91, Wri90]. Bowling [CS94]. Box
Breeze/STAT [Bru91]. Bribery [CG95a]. Bridge [Dun94, Per98]. Brief
[Ano91h, Rot90, MMR90]. Bringing [WC97]. Bronchial [HHB91]. Buffon
[Rie90]. Building [MG97]. Built [Sea97]. Built-In [Sea97]. Bulbs
[Daw96, MD96]. Business [Bon98, BO92, Hil96b, PS98a, Sim98, Rum98].

[HL96, Lor90]. Calculations [DP91]. Calculator [Bar98, NO98].
Carcinogenesis [HHB91]. Career [BK93, But90]. Carlo
[BS98, KCGN98, Rie90, RM91]. Case [FT93, PS98a, Wie99, DK95].
[Ano98b, Ano98t, BN98, Bis98, Czi98, MHT90, SO94, Spu98, Var98]. curve
[McC90]. Curves [FT93, GKT91, He97, JR92, Mon95]. Cuthbert [Hun98].
Cutter [Sto98].

Dallal [DeL94, Fle94, Kut94, Lam94a, LDL+94, Rog94]. Daniel [Hun98].
Dare [Dal90a, Dal90c]. Data [Alb97c, AR91, Bar98, Bec96, BM91, Can98,
Cha99, Cle99c, Coh97, Dav96, DGC97, DuM99a, DuM99b, Dun94, Edl91,
Fri95, Gel92a, Gon94, GR96, Han98, HBC+91, Hay96, Hsi95, KK91, KG90,
KG98, Kot91, LW90, LS99b, MD96, Mad99, McN92, MGLK99, OS99, PB90,
PR98, Rum99, Sch93d, Sea94, SC99, SW90, Str90, Stu90, Vis91, WT92,
Wal98, Wan97, Wan99, Wat95, WC91, Cle99c, Mon97b, Rum98, Sch99].

Data-Based [Wan97, Wan99]. Data-Oriented [Alb97c]. DBMS
[Hal92, Hal92]. DBMS/COPY [Hal92, Hal92]. Deal
[MCDD91a, MCDD91b, Sey91]. Dealing [Kir91]. Deception [Gun98].
Decision [Gel98, HS91, Rum98, Sch99, SRW95]. Decisions [SRW95].
Defectives [Wri90]. Deficiencies [GM96]. Defying [Han92b]. Degree
[Lev97]. Degrees [AW91a, Lee93, LW98, Sul96]. Delta [Oeh92]. Deming
[Boa94, Git94, Hah95]. Demonstrating [Oeh92]. Demonstration
[Boa94, Hah95]. Demonstrations [Lew95, Lev93]. Density

[Ano90q, BJTH93, HN98, Hun96]. Department [CRV95]. Dependence
[WSS93]. Dependent [Ano93h, Beh90, Dav93, SK93]. Depends
[Sim98]. Depicting [Wai96]. Derivation [BL94, VM90]. Derivations
[Sam92]. Derive [Ano96g, LC99, Wal95b]. Derived [BSY92, MS95]. DERIVE(R)
[Nas95]. Deriving [BC92]. Describing [Gro91]. Description
[Kah91, Sch93a]. Design [AC98b, Ank98, GM96, Gun93, Law96, LE93,
Mat99, MKV92, Pie90, PS94, RKW98, Par98b]. Designed [BM91, Czi99].
Designing [AC98b]. Designs [CH96, Faw90, FM92, Gat95, LS97b]. Desk
[BM91]. Detecting [Bor97, DGC97]. Determination
[Ano95h, Bro93, Bro94, CW92, Sha91b]. Determinations [Dal90b].

Developed [Coh97, Vis91]. Developing [PS98a]. Developments
[Ano90r, Ano91o, Ano91p, Ano93o, New92a, New92b, Zur91]. Deviant
[Olk92]. Deviates [Lee93]. Deviation [MN97, OC90]. Deviations
[KK91]. Did [Ben93]. Difference [SF93]. Differences [Sho95]. Different
[Wie99]. Differential [BSY92]. Differently [PF95]. Differing
[MCDD91a, MCDD91b, Sey91]. Dimensional [EP91, LT97, ZCM95]. Dirac
[AT99]. Direction [Hig99c]. Disciplinary [Gna90]. Discipline
[Hig99c]. Discovery
[Bar98, Cle99c]. Discrete
[BSY92, JSM95, Lin92, Nav97a, Pes90, RM91, TL93, WW97]. Discriminant
[Mol91, OW91, Ren92, Sap91]. Discriminate [OW91]. Discussion
[Bis98, Bry99a, Bry99b, Coh99a, Coh99b, Czi98, Fre97, Gro99a, Gro99b,
KCGN98, Lin97, LS99b, Mad99, New99, OS99, Sch97, Sho97, Spu98, Var98,
Wit97a, Wit97c]. Dispersion [Sho95]. Display [MC96, SC99]. Displaying
[Ber96b, Faw90, JR92, KAB +97]. Distance [All97]. Distinguishing [Wal95a].

Distinguishing [HB96]. Distribution [AS98, BT90, Cha95, CA97, Dun99, Edr90a, GTK91, Gh96, Gro91, Jo95, LT97, Ley96, Mad98, MC94, Mon95, Pos93, RM96, SS91, Ste92, WTH95, Kel94, Kn94]. Distribution-Fitting [Mad98]. Distributional [Bai92, Hos92, Jon99]. Distributions [AB92, BS99, BT90, Cha95, CA97, Dun99, Ede90a, GT91, Gh96, Gro91, Jol95, LT97, Ley96, Mad98, McC94, Mon95, Pos93, RM96, SS91, SBL97, SS97, SC97, Tie98, Wal95a, WW97, Wel98].

Distributions-Fitting [Mad98]. Distributional [Bai92, Hos92, Jon99]. Distributions [AB92, BS99, BT90, Cha95, CA97, Dun99, Ede90a, GT91, Gh96, Gro91, Jol95, LT97, Ley96, Mad98, McC94, Mon95, Pos93, RM96, SS91, SBL97, SS97, SC97, Tie98, Wal95a, WW97, Wel98].

Distinguish [Wal95a]. Distance [All97]. Distinguishing [HB96]. Distribution [AS98, BT90, Cha95, CA97, Dun99, Edr90a, GTK91, Gh96, Gro91, Jo95, LT97, Ley96, Mad98, MC94, Mon95, Pos93, RM96, SS91, Ste92, WTH95, Kel94, Kn94]. Distribution-Fitting [Mad98]. Distributional [Bai92, Hos92, Jon99]. Distributions [AB92, BS99, BT90, Cha95, CA97, Dun99, Ede90a, GT91, Gh96, Gro91, Jol95, LT97, Ley96, Mad98, McC94, Mon95, Pos93, RM96, SS91, SBL97, SS97, SC97, Tie98, Wal95a, WW97, Wel98].

Distinguish [Wal95a]. Distance [All97]. Distinguishing [HB96]. Distribution [AS98, BT90, Cha95, CA97, Dun99, Edr90a, GTK91, Gh96, Gro91, Jo95, LT97, Ley96, Mad98, MC94, Mon95, Pos93, RM96, SS91, Ste92, WTH95, Kel94, Kn94]. Distribution-Fitting [Mad98]. Distributional [Bai92, Hos92, Jon99]. Distributions [AB92, BS99, BT90, Cha95, CA97, Dun99, Ede90a, GT91, Gh96, Gro91, Jol95, LT97, Ley96, Mad98, McC94, Mon95, Pos93, RM96, SS91, SBL97, SS97, SC97, Tie98, Wal95a, WW97, Wel98].

Distinguish [Wal95a]. Distance [All97]. Distinguishing [HB96]. Distribution [AS98, BT90, Cha95, CA97, Dun99, Edr90a, GTK91, Gh96, Gro91, Jo95, LT97, Ley96, Mad98, MC94, Mon95, Pos93, RM96, SS91, Ste92, WTH95, Kel94, Kn94]. Distribution-Fitting [Mad98].

Fit [GKT99, HL99, KS91, Sim98]. Fitting [Gan95, HD94, Mad98]. Five [CS94, KDV94, Loc93, Lu95, Mar94, Ost98]. Five-Pin [CS94]. Fixed [Lee93, Sea94]. Fixed-Effects [Sea94]. Flipper [Kon95]. Florida [CRV95]. Folded [Mon95]. Follow [LKNP95]. Follow-Up [LKNP95]. Football [Ste91]. Forecasting [OL96]. Foreign [Eng93]. Foreword [Tuc95]. Form [Knu94]. Formal [Haw91]. Forms [DCWP93, Dri99, Saw92]. Formula [Ano96g, Hut93, LC99, Wal95b]. Formulas [DCWP93, Jon99, Pei93]. Formulated [Ano91i, Pei90]. Formulation [Olk92, Smi95]. Formulations [LW90]. Foundations [Sti99]. Four [BM94, KB93]. Fourth [DR99]. Fractional [Bec96, Mc99]. Framework [HG97]. Frank [NL95]. Freedom [AW91a, Lev97, Sul96]. Frequencies [Num92]. Frequency [DuM99a, DuM99b, LS99b, Mad99, OS99]. Frequentist [Ber96c]. Front [Ano90m, Ano90n, Ano90o, Ano90p, Ano91k, Ano91l, Ano91m, Ano91n, Ano92], Ano92k, Ano92l, Ano92m, Ano93k, Ano93l, Ano93m, Ano93n, Ano94h, Ano94i, Ano94j, Ano94k, Ano95m, Ano95n, Ano95o, Ano95p, Ano96m, Ano96n, Ano96o, Ano96p, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano97i, Ano97j, Ano98], Ano98k, Ano98l, Ano98m, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano99k]. FU [LKNP95]. FU-Plot [LKNP95]. Function [AT99, Cai94, Cha95, Gro91, Koo93, McC94, Mon95, Pos93, Sch91a, Wal95a, vM93]. Functions [Ano96g, DCWP93, EGCD91, Epp93, Jor94, Luc97, Ren92, WTH95, Wal95b]. Funding [Der93]. Funnel [Gun93]. Further [Luc97]. Future [Bar90, Bra90, Ehr90, Goo90, HHHZ99, Ham90, RSW99, ZH90]. Futures [Bax90].

[Lor90]. Guide [Cle99c, Hoe98, Mur97, Par98b, Pet99].


Likelihood [Ass96, BC92, Bir90, DN94b, DN94c, Hen99, Kor90, Mag90, ME95, PB92, PT91, Sil97, Ste92, Tju98, DN94a]. Limit [Jol95, LC96].
Mathematics [GH91, HK92]. Matrices [CGO91, KAB+97, MS98, MC96, RM94]. Matrix [Ale91, McL99, Olk92, Ale91]. Matter [Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90e, Ano90f, Ano90m, Ano90n, Ano90p, Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano91e, Ano91f, Ano91k, Ano91l, Ano91m, Ano92b, Ano92b, Ano92d, Ano92e, Ano92j, Ano92k, Ano92l, Ano92m, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano93k, Ano93l, Ano93m, Ano93n, Ano94a, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94f, Ano94i, Ano94j, Ano94k, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95m, Ano95n, Ano95o, Ano95p, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96m, Ano96n, Ano96o, Ano96p, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano97i, Ano97j, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano98i, Ano98k, Ano98l, Ano98m, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano99k]. Maximal [GK99]. Maximum [BC92, DN94a, DN94b, DN94c, GW94, Hen99, Kor90, LC96, ME95, PB92]. May [CW93, Dav98b]. Mean [AH95, AS98, BS99, GAR92, Lev93, MC91,

[Gol92a, Kir91, Lin92, SG98, Sne95, Var92, Ano93i]. Our
[Bry99b, Cob99b, Gro99b, Hig99a, Hog99a, Hog99b, New99]. Outcome
[GAR92, GM96, Mat99, SRW95]. Output [OCE93, Sea94]. Outreach
[KM94]. Overdispersion [Tju98]. Overruled [MD97]. Overview [Hog92a].

P [Lam90]. Package
[Bli90, CGO91, DS98, Inc91, Meh91, Sea94, SS98, Spi90, Tho95]. Packages
[Coh97, Dal90a, Dal90c, Eme96, Hau97, Hou97, HF96, Lur95, Mor98, OCE93,
Ost98, Sch93d, ZPH99, Loc93]. Paired [DG97, Day98, McN92, MC91].
Paired-Comparisons [Day98]. Pairing [DG97]. Pairs
[Don93, EGS96, Gre96]. Pairwise [SK95]. Paper [Sto98]. Paradox
[AFV96, CU92, War95b]. Paradoxical [Hom97]. Parallel [Nel90].
Parameter [Don93, LT96, MKV92]. Parameters
[DN94b, DN94c, Fer90, RS93, SS91, TL93, War97, WB91, DN94a]. Part
[Eng93, McC98a, McC98b, McC99, Sch93d]. Partial [KR99, TO93].
Participation [Ge98, Mag96]. Partitioning [CS91]. Past [RSW99, ZH90].
Pathological [KB93]. PC [Mar94, Coh97, Dal90b, FB91, VV90]. PC-Based
[Coh97]. PC-DOS [Mar94, Ano90j]. PC-SIZE [Dal90b]. Pearson
[Imm94, PF94]. Peculiar [Ley96]. People [Kir91]. Percentage [Wil91b].
Personal [MBB90, Obe91]. Perspective [Bai95, OS95, SG92].
Perspectives [RKW98]. Ph.D [Gar95]. Ph.D. [Leh95, Mor95a].
Phenomena [GPA97, NQ96]. Phrases [GT95]. Physical [Old95, ZH90].
[FK97, Kha92, Nay94]. Place [Moo93]. Placement [RSW99]. Player
[WC97, MCDD91a, MCDD91b, Sey91]. Players [Lac90]. Playoff [BH98].
Playoffs [Bor99]. Plot [FM92, HN98, LT97, LKNP95]. Plot-Density
[HN98]. Plots [GTK91, HN98, KR99, Mon95, Ne90, Sa90, SW94, Wil99].
Plotting [Bec96, WT92]. Plus [Hal92, KK99b]. Pocket [Hoe98, McC99].
Point [Car96, GR96]. Points [FT93, Wil91b]. Poisson
[GY90, Alb92, Ano90h, Ano96g, GY98, Jol95, Kel94, Kn94, Nen92, PA91,
Tie94, Wal95b, War97]. Policy [Saw98, Kaf98]. Polynomial
[Ano91, Mag98, Pe90]. Pooling [Hin96]. Population
[DC90, Kha92, Nay94, RM91, SP94]. Position [BTV90]. Positive
[PN95, VAD90]. Possibilities [But90]. Possible [Bly93, PG97]. Post
[Hog92a]. Post-Enumeration [Hog92a]. Posterior [Ros96a]. Power
[Ano90j, DP91, Kor90, MH93, Ott96, PA91, SG91, She97, TM95, WB91].
POWER.FOR [DP91]. Powerful [Ber96a, Bir90, DBD90, Ede90b]. Powers
[Suk92]. Pr [HL96]. Practical
[Ano90q, Hoe98, Hu99, NK96, Par98b, Sav90]. Practice
[Can98, KCGN98, Maa99, Per98, SB98]. Pragmatic [GM96]. Pragmatics
[Hin96]. Precise [Dun91]. Predict [SS99]. Predicting [BCJ97]. Prediction
[SM91, Kn94]. Predictive [Ibr97]. Predictor [Ver99]. Predictors

Revelations [Gun98]. Reverse [Shu91]. Reversion [Sam91]. Review
[Agr96, AB94, Amc93, Ano96, And99, Ank98, Bag95, Bar97, Bar98, Bar99,
Bis95, Bol91, Boo97, Boy94, Can98, Car93, Che94b, Che94a, Cho97, Cla93,
Cle99a, Cle99b, CW94, Coo91, Cot98, Cry91, Cry97, D`A96, Del97, Del95,
Die97, Dob93a, Dob93b, Dob98, Don93, Don96, Don97, DS91, DN92, El96,
Ene96, Fra97, Fre94, Fri96, GKM91, Gar97, Gas97, Gol98, Gor96, Gun97,
Gun98, Gup94, Hal92, Hal94a, Hal94b, Hal95a, Hal95b, Hal95c, Han95,
Har97, Har95, Hau97, Hay94, Hay96, Hay99, Hei91, Hel99, Her95, Hill93,
Hill94, Hill96a, Hoe98, Hoe97, Hof91, Hol95, HL99, Hou97, Jan99, Joh96,
Joh99, Jos93, Kaf97, Kaf98, KK99a, Kaf99a, KK99b, Kaf99b, Kas94, Kas98,
KT94, Kin95, Koe97a, Koe97b, Koo90, Koo97, KDV94]. Review
[Len98, Les95, Lev92, Loc93, Low98, Lur95, Lye96, LLL91, MW95, Maa99,
Mac99, Mal94, Mal97, Man91, Mcc97, Mid96, Mon97a, Moe96, Mor98,
Mor91, Nab97, Nag90, Nag98, Nas95, NO98, Nei96, Nei93, Nic94a, Nic95,
Nor95, Obr98, OL96, Par98a, Par98b, Pec97, Pet99, PRSE94, Pie97, Pos90,
PD93, Pos94, Pos96, RS95, Rec94, Rei94, RR92, RR93, Ros93, Ros94,
Ros95b, Ros96b, Rum98, Rum99, Rus98, Sap95, Sax94, Sch96b, Sch93c,
Sch93e, Sch93f, Sha94, She98, She93, Sho96a, Sho96b, Sho98, Sim96, Sm97,
Sne98, Sol95, Son90, Sp90, SMP97, Tan92, Tan95, The90, Tho95, Tom93,
War95a, War93, Was93, Wat96, Wat95, Wea97, Wel98, Win95, Wit93, Wit94,
Wit97b, Won98, Woo93, Wue98, Cle99c, Gol99, Sch99, Tan99, Hay96, KT94].
Review [KDV94, Nor95, Wat95]. Reviews
[Ano90s, Ano91q, Ano91r, Ano93p, Ano95q, Ano95r, Ano95s, Ano96q,
Ano96r, Ano96s, Ano96t, Ano97n, Ano97o, Ano97q, Ano98i, Ano98p, Ano98r,
Ano98s, Bon98, Hol99, Pill98, Sm98]. Revising
[Wal98]. Revisited [Dav91, KK91, SRW95, ZM94]. Revisiting [NK96].
Robust [Bas97, MKV92, NWS90]. Rocket [MZ92]. Role
[Bil98, LaM94b, Old95, SK95]. ROM [Sne98]. Rome [Vid94]. Root [Hut93].
Rosenbaum [MD97, PG97]. Ross [Gun98, Wan91]. Roundtable
[Alb92]. Runners [SB98]. Runs [RMY96]. Rural [GTK98, LC96].
S [KK99b]. S-Plus [KK99b]. Sacco [She98]. Saddlepoint [GC99, Huz99].
Salaries [HV95, WC97]. Salary [Lac90]. Same [Ano94f, WS93, WS94].
Sample
[Ama99, Ano90j, Ano95h, Bro93, Bro94, CJ92, Dal90b, Die93, DP91, Ede90a,
HR98, Hal91, HP96, Jol95, KG95, LC99, Mat99, MC91, MS92, NP97, Per93,
Ros96a, SL92, She97, SP94, Suk92, TM95, War97, Wri90, vM93, Kn94].
Sample-Size [Dal90b]. Sampler [CG92, MB94]. Samples
[Ano90g, Ano91g, BS95, Lev97, Pes90]. Sampling
[Alb93, CLM92, DC90, Dor96, FKL96b, FKL96b, OS95, SS91, SG92]. SAS
[Kas98, AR91, DS98, Mon97b, SS98, UE90]. SAS-Based [DS98, SS98]. Say


[Ano90s, Ano91q, Ano91r, Ano93p, Ano95q, Ano95r, Ano95s, Ano96q, Ano96r, Ano96s, Ano96t, Ano97q, Ano98r, Ano98s, Coh97, DS98, HG97, HL99, KT94, Mad98, McC98a, McC98b, McC99, Mor98, NWS90, NQ96, Nor95, Ost98, Pie90, Pro91, RM91, SS98, Sp90, SPM97, Vis91, ZPH99, Hl93, Hl96a]. Sole [AR95]. Solid [MZ92]. Solution [Hu92, Num92, Sav90]. Solving [Hil96b].
Some [Alb97a, Alb97b, Ber97a, Ber97b, Dan92, Dun99, Fre90, Fre97, GK99, Gel98, God91, HL98, Halh5, HV95, JK90, Lin97, Mad98, Moo97a, Moo97b, Moo97c, NK96, Nay94, PR94, RS91b, Sch97, She97, Sim94, Wit97a, Wit97c].
Sort [Ver99]. Space [MZ92]. Spatial [HBC +91]. Spearman [RS91b].
[DuM99a, DuM99b, LS99b, Mad99, OS99]. Sports [Bas97, Mos97]. Spread [Car96].
Speed [LC96]. Spherical [TO93]. Spline [Eub94]. Split [FM92]. Split-Block [FM92]. Splitting [FB90].
Spontaneous.
[BK92, BC92, Dal91, Dun94, HH99, HS92, Lic90, ML92a, ML92b, MS98, Ok91, Rei90, Saw92, SBL97, SR97, Van96b].
SSIZE [Hsi91]. SSR [Sch93a].
Standardize [Br94]. Standardized [GW94]. Stanford [St99].
Statistic [FBG96, HH95, Lev97, OH95, PS98b, SC97]. Statistical [An90k, An90r, An90s, An91h, An91o, An91p, An91q, An91r, An93o, An93p, An95q, An95r, An95s, An96q, An96r, An96s, An96t, An97q, An98r, An98s, BWM98, Boe94, Bon98, Cra96a, CR90, Cle99c, Cle99d, CW99, Da90a, Da90c, Da92, Eld90, ES93, Eng93, Epp93, Fie94, Gas92, GNM +98, Gou94, GKT98, Gro94, GM96, Gun94, Haa90, HBF90, HM93, Ham97, HS91, Hay99, Hod94, Hog91, Hog92b, HSF +94, HF96, Imr94b, Him94c, Imm90, Imm94, JSM95, Kad94, Kaf94, Kahl91, KM94, Kir91, Loh94, Loh95, Lur95, MH95, MCF96, MMR90, MMS90, Mc98a, Mc98b, Mc99, Me91, Min92, Mon97, Mur97, Nas92, Nas94b, New92a, New92b, OCE93, Ost98, Pau92, PFI94, Pe97, Per98, RK98, Sam91, Sne90, Sne93, Sol92, SMP97, SRW95].
Statistical [St94, SB98, Tho95, Ver94, WM96, We92, WOR98, Wil92, Wio90, Yu94a, Yu94b, ZH90, And99, Em96, Kas98, Spi90]. Statistically [SO94].
Statistician [AR95, An90c, Bi98, DeL94, Fle94, Hoe98, Hum98, Kut94, Lam94a, Lan98, LDL +94, Pos90, Rog94, Sh91, WKB +95, Boa94, Lan99a].
Statisticians [Bar90, But90, HHJL93, LRG90, SG98]. Statistics [Ahm96, Alb93, AS99, An90h, An90b, An98t, BR97, Bar98, BN98, Bax90, Ber97c, BM91, Bi98, Bis91, Bis98, BK93, Bon98, Bra96a, Bra90, Bry99b, Cle99c, Col99b, CF91, CB95b, Cz98, DNG98, Dav93, Dav95, Dav98a, DSJ90, Ehr90, Gab91, Gar95, GH91, Gel98, Gib90, Gna90, Gol90, Gol98, Go90, Gro90b, Hal95, HHHZ99, Ham90, Han98, HK92, He99, Hig99a, Hig99c, Hil96b, Hog94, Hov99a, Hog99b, Ig98, KK99b, Ka99b, KB93, KG90, La94b, Lar92, Law96, Led95, Lih95, LS90, Loc93, LW98, Mac99, Mad98, Mag96, Mc99, Moo93, MCGM95, Mor98, Mor95a, Mos97, New99, NS99, OCE93, PS98a, Pet99, Pil98, RS91a, RSW99, Rot90, Rum98, Rum99, Rus98, SP98, SO94, SM97, Sch91a, Sch99, SW90, SG92]. Statistics [Sm98, Sme95, Sme98, SAT94, ST95, Svn98, Ste90, St99, S +90, SR96,
Var98, VM96, Wat98, Wil94a, WC97, Wue98, GY98, GY90, Can98, Low98, Sho98, Maa99, Hay96, Kaf98, Obr98, SP98, Statistix [Spi90].

STATTAB [BGS91]. Status [El90]. StatView [BM91]. StatXact [Me91]. Stepwise [Coh91, Mii96, OW91]. Sting [Shn91]. Stirling [Ano96g, Wal95b]. Stock [Ley96], stopping [CB95a]. Story [Ja99].


Studies [Hsi91, LKNP95, LE93]. Study [DWBQ98, Kor90, Ste90, Wie99].


Superior [LD98]. Support [HR98]. Supporting [Luc97]. Suppression [SR97]. Surface [MKV92, Nel98a, Van96b]. Survey [Ano94f, CLM92, Coh97, FKL+96a, FKL+96b, HG97, Hes90, Hog92a, KG90, KG95, KG98, Kot91, NOMLT95, WS93, WS94, CJ92]. Survival [Atk95, BCJ97, GCGG95, Gal92a, HG97, LW90]. Survive [AS94, HHJL93].


Table [MH93]. Tables [BM94, DuM99a, DuM99b, GK99, Gre91, Hin96, Lin92, LS99b, Mad99, MW92, Mon97b, OS99, Wil91b, ZCM95].

TABULATE [Mon97b]. Taguchi [MV92]. Tail [Jor94, PN95]. Take [Dav96, MD96]. Tales [Gun98, Wel98]. Tape [Pos90]. Teach [Gun93, HK92, Koo93, MCM+96, Sim94]. Teacher [Ano98t, Bis98, Czi98, Spu98, Var98]. Teachers [HK92, Sne95]. Teaching [Alb93, Alb97c, Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano92a, Ano93a, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano97m, Ano97n, Ano97o, Ano97p, Ano98i, Ano98p, Ber97c, Bir95, Bis91, Bra96a, CLM92, CRV95, Dal90a, Dal90c, DSJV90, FKL+96a, FKL+96b, GPA97, Hil96b, Kle95, LW98, Loh95, Loo97, Mad98, ME95, Moo93, NS99, Oks91, SM97, SW90, Sp90, Sto98, VM96]. Team [Car96, HS94]. Teams [Gro90]. Tears [SG92]. Technical [Edl91, Kah91].

Technique [Bor97, KAB+97]. Techniques [DGC97, Kha91, Nas92, SM97, Str90]. Ten [Bir95]. Terms [Dav95, Dav98a, Nel98a]. Test [DG97, Dor96, MM90, MC91, ML92a, ML92b, MS92, Sil97, St.90]. Testing [All97, Ano93b, DB97, KG90, Lin93, Loo97, SK93]. Tests [Ber96a, Bir90].
Boo92, DBD90, Ede90b, Gre91, GR96, Inm94, LW90, Loo95, LD98, Mag90, MH93, PFI94, SG91, Sho95, SRW95, Suk92, WB91, WW97, ZCM95. Texas [NO98]. Their [Bor99, Dal90a, Dal90c, Epp93, SBL97]. Theme [DN98].

Texas [NO98]. Their [Bor99, Dal90a, Dal90c, Epp93, SBL97]. Theme [DN98].

Theorem [Ano92g, BHO98, Jes94, Jol95, OS95, Sha91a, DK95]. Theory [Dun99, Ge98, Git94, NS99, Oks91, Sim94, SB98]. Thinking [Sue90].

Three [Dun99, JL97, Per93, Pro91, Puk94]. Three-Level [Pro91]. Throughout [NOMLT95]. Throw [Ben93]. TI [NO98]. TI-83 [NO98]. Tiered [Bor99]. Tighter [PN95].


Total [Git94, Sue90]. Tournament [Car96, SS99]. Tournaments [Edw96, SMH91, SSH96]. Trace [HN98]. Track [NK96]. Traffic [Hu92].

Training [DAF*94]. Transformations [MPB97, SG91, SW91]. Transforming [Atk94, AT99]. Trauma [BCJ97]. Treatments [Faw90, GCGG95, Han92a]. Tree [Atk94]. Trials [Bli90, VBB94, WKB*95].


Two [Ano94f, DGC97, DS98, Ede90b, Gre91, Gro90, Han92a, Hay96, Hos92, LW90, LC99, LL97, Mat99, MV94, MS92, OW91, PS94, RS93, SS98, SF93, Suk92, WS93, Knü94, WS94]. Two-by-Two [Gre91]. Two-Group [DS98, SS98]. Two-Level [LL97]. Two-Period [PS94].

Two-Sample [Mat99, MS92, Suk92, Knü94]. Two-Sided [Ede90b]. Type [Ahn96, Kaz95, Pol99, Sch96c, BS95]. Type-II [BS95]. Typologies [VW93].


Unquestionably [GKR97b]. Unrelated [BF91]. untitled [Agr96, AB94, Am93, And96, Bar97, Bis95, Bol91, Boo97, Boy94, Car93, Che94b, Che94a, Cho97, Cla93, Cle99a, Cle99b, CW94, Coo91, Cry97, D’A96, Del97, Del95, Die97, Dob93a, Dob93b, Dob98, Don93, Don96, Don97, DS91, DN92, Eht96, Fra97, Fre94, Fri96, GKM*91, Gar97, Gas97, Gor96, Gun97, Gup94, Hal94a, Hal94b, Hal95a, Hal95b, Hal95c, Han95, Har97, Har95, Hay94, Hei91, Her95, Hoe97, Hof91, Hol95, Joh96, Jos93, Kaf97, KK99a, Kaf99a, Kas94, Kin95, Koe97a, Koe97b, Koo90, Koo97, Len98, Les95, Lev92,
Lye96, LLL91, MW95, Mal94, Mal97, Man91, Mcc97, Mid96, Mon97a, Moo96, Mor91, Nab97, Nag90, Nei96, Nei93, Nic94a, Nic95, Par98a, Pec97, PRSE94, Pic97, PD93, Pos94, Pos96, RS95, Ree94, Rei94, RR92. **untitled**

[RR93, Ros93, Ros94, Ros95b, Ros96b, Sap95, Sax94, Sch96b, Sch93c, Sch93e, Sch93f, Sha94, She93, Sho96a, Sho96b, Sim96, Smi97, Sol95, Son90, Tan92, Tan95, The90, Tom93, War95a, War93, Was93, Wat96, Wea97, Win95, Wit93, Wit94, Wit97b, Woo93]. **Unweighted** [KG95]. **Updating** [EM93]. **Upon** [GAR92]. **Upper** [Pol99, Wri90]. **Urban** [GKT98].


Using [Alb93, All97, AR91, Ano93a, AT99, Beh90, Bon98, BSY92, CLM92, CG95a, Cle99c, CB95b, DBD00, Gab91, Gan95, GCGG95, GKT98, Kas98, Kha92, Koo93, Kva96, MCS96, MS98, Pau92, SK93, Sim98, SB98, TO93, Wil94b]. Usual [WL99]. Utilizes [SI90].

**V** [Tan99]. **Value** [Don99, Rus91, SB98]. **Values** [Ber96a, Bly93, Boe94, Fie94, Gro94, Gun94, Hod94, HSF+94, Imr94b, Imr94c, Kao94, Ka94, Loh94, PT91, SSC99, Sch96a, Shi94, Ver94]. **Vanzetti** [She98]. **VARCL** [KDV94]. **Variable** [GR96, OW91]. **Variables** [AT99, Beh90, Bri96, Cai94, CR96, Coh91, Lic90, Nav97a, SSC99, v996]. **Variance** [Ang92, Ano93a, AS98, BS99, CM92, FN92, Kha92, Lar92, Lin93, MM90, MS92, Nay94, Per93, Sch91a, Sea94, SI90, SK93, Sti95, VM90]. **Variances** [BS98]. **Variates** [Baill2, Dav93, EP91, Gao95, PPS96, Ren92].

**Variation** [AH95, KSH1, Sto98, Van96a, v993]. **Vary** [HS94]. **Venn** [LL97]. **Versa** [Smi95, SRW95]. **Versatile** [LT97]. **Version** [Hal92, Inc91, Tan99]. **Versions** [Loc93]. **Versus** [CZ99, PF95, GKT98]. **Via** [Don99, Ano90j]. Car96, DCWP93, Gho96, Pal99. Vice [Smi95, SRW95].

**Victory** [SS99]. **Video** [Gab91, Moe93]. **View** [Wil94a]. **Views** [AR95]. **Violin** [HN98]. **Visibility** [GT95]. **Visual** [Fri95, Gun98]. **Visualizing** [Dun99, Gom92a, LKNP95]. **Volume** [Ano90t, Ano91s, Ano92n, Ano93q, Ano94, Ano95t, Ano96u, Ano97k, Ano97t, Ano98u, Ano99i, Ano99o, Ano98n].

**W.** [Boa94]. **Waiting** [Hom97]. **Wald** [FBG96, Mag90]. **Wanna** [CW93]. **Way** [BK96, RV97]. **Weak** [Nel98a]. **Weak-Heredity** [Nel98a]. **Web** [WOR98]. **Weighted** [JK90, KG95, ML92a, ML92b]. **Weights** [Jor94]. **Weldon** [KK91]. **Welfare** [ES93]. **Well** [Ano90i, LC99, Tur97, Pei90].

**Well-Formulated** [Ano91i, Pei90]. **Well-Known** [LC99, Tur97]. **We’ve** [VAD90]. **Whale** [RS93]. **Where** [DWBQ98]. **Which** [BF91]. **Whitney** [Ahm96]. **Who** [Ano97f, Sim98, Tih97, Boa94]. **Whose** [AB92]. **Wide** [WOR98]. **Wider** [Wil94a]. **Width** [Wan96, Wan99]. **Wilcoxon** [Ahm96]. **William** [Ano91t, Ano91u]. **Williamsburg** [Per98]. **Win** [Dav98b]. **Windows** [Mac93, Mon97b, Hi196a, Lur95]. **Winning** [Ste91, Kel94].
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